
THINGS THAT IRRITATE ME THE MOST

A food company has made a list of the most annoying things based on a poll of Britons.

When I wrote this list, I did so in a stream of consciousness â€” I did not think of different things that annoyed
or bother me, but rather thought of my number one pet peeve and thought of other annoyances that are related
to the previous one. Thanks you Instructables for letting me be by some smart people 43 Girls who say the
word like way to much. Not being able to wake up Not being able to fall asleep even after I take medicine to
help me fall asleep How costly medicine is Capitalism How messed up Black Friday really is â€” I mean, we
just celebrated a day for being thankful? So occasionally, I just have to block it out. I get peeved by the whole
celebrity culture where people devour someone like Paula Deen until she does something stupid and then revel
in her downfall. They are mostly Amish, and very tight lipped about where their food comes from and what
they sprayed it with. JBart June 24, at am People who litter! But sometimes I just don't feel like doing stuff
And fire ant bites! Dnt ignore, u can die. That dude was B 46 The fact our economy sucks. I don't care about
her on the way up or the way down. In the south, it is okay for guys to be smart, but girls still are fighting that
battle. But who cares about my exposed skin? I also kind of realized that many of my topics loop. You typed
what we all thought. Dressing room and bathroom selfies "I may not buy this dress, but i can surely put a pic
on facebook and make people think i have it. And in the same vein â€” traffic control lights timed so vehicles
get stopped at nearly every light especially in cities that pride themselves on their green ethics, like Madison,
WI. Source: blogspot  No it's a liquid. People who give you missed calls expecting you to call back Why don't
you throw your phone away and get a kabootar instead? I get annoyed at myself for not cleaning my house,
and cleaning annoys me greatly. Source: Wordpress  Drama queens guys and girls. I really, really hate it when
windows don't open. I may get a drop a dye in my hair! Apparently, if I tap a friends shoulder, that means I'm
harassing them. Mostly religious hypocrites!


